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ABSTRACT

A decadal change in the character of ENSO was observed around year 2000 toward weaker-amplitude,

higher-frequency events with an increased occurrence of central Pacific El Ni~nos. Here these changes are

assessed in terms of the Bjerknes stability index (BJ index), which is a measure of the growth rate of ENSO-

related SST anomalies. The individual terms of the index are calculated from ocean reanalysis products

separately for the time periods 1980–99 and 2000–10. The spread between the products is large, but they show

a robust weakening of the thermocline feedback due to a reduced thermocline slope response to anomalous

zonal wind stress as well as a weakened wind stress response to eastern equatorial Pacific SST anomalies.

These changes are consistent with changes in the background state of the tropical Pacific: cooler mean SST in

the eastern and central equatorial Pacific results in reduced convection there together with a westward shift in

the ascending branch of the Walker circulation. This shift leads to a weakening in the relationship between

eastern Pacific SST and longitudinally averaged equatorial zonal wind stress. Also, despite a steeper mean

thermocline slope in the more recent period, the thermocline slope response to wind stress anomalies

weakened due to a smaller zonal wind fetch that results from ENSO-related wind anomalies being more

confined to the western basin. As a result, the total BJ index is more negative, corresponding to a more

strongly damped system in the past decade compared to the 1980s and 1990s.

1. Introduction

The El Ni~no–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a cou-

pled ocean–atmosphere phenomenon originating in the

tropical Pacific associated with strong year-to-year fluc-

tuations in sea surface temperature (SST) and surface

zonal winds. It is the dominant mode of variability on

interannual time scales in the tropics and its tele-

connections affect climate around the world (McPhaden

et al. 2006). Understanding the mechanisms behind

ENSO and changes in ENSO behavior is thus of great

socioeconomic importance because of its impacts on

climate sensitive areas of human endeavor.

A change in ENSO variability has been observed over

the past decade. After 1999/2000, the amplitude of the

ENSO cycle weakened while the frequency increased

(McPhaden 2012; Hu et al. 2013). This change can be

clearly seen in time series of SST anomalies averaged

over the Ni~no-3 region (58S–58N, 1508–908W; Fig. 1).

While 5 El Ni~no events occurred in the 20 yr between

1980 and 1999 (on average one every 4 yr) with ampli-

tudes of up to 3.58C, 4 El Ni~nos occurred in the decade

between 2000 and 2010 (on average one every 2.5 yr) but

with amplitudes well below 28C [the number of events

according to the classification by the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National

Weather Service (NWS) Climate Prediction Center

(CPC)]. ENSO forecast skill has likewise decreased

(Barnston et al. 2012) due in part to a weakened re-

lationship between upper ocean heat content and SST in

the eastern equatorial Pacific (McPhaden 2012; Horii

et al. 2012). Also, more ‘‘Modoki’’ or central Pacific (CP)

El Ni~nos have occurred with the locus of warm SST

anomalies shifted westward toward the date line leading

to changes in teleconnection patterns and climate im-

pacts (e.g., Larkin and Harrison 2005; Ashok et al. 2007).

This longitudinal shift is illustrated by composites of SST,

wind stress, and thermocline depth for the December–

February mean of El Ni~no years for the time periods
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1980–99 and 2000–10 [Fig. 2; cf. McPhaden et al. (2011,

their Fig. 2)]. Central Pacific El Ni~nos tend to be weaker

on average than the canonical eastern Pacific (EP) El

Ni~nos (e.g., Giese andRay 2011), though the 2009/10 CP

El Ni~no was unusually strong (Lee and McPhaden

2010).

The decadal changes in ENSO character have been

accompanied by a change in the background conditions

in the tropical Pacific toward stronger trade winds and

a steeper east–west slope of the thermocline along the

equator (McPhaden et al. 2011; Kumar and Hu 2013;

Chung and Li 2013). Decadal modulations in ENSO

characteristics have been linked to changes in the mean

background state of the tropical Pacific in idealized

studies (e.g., Battisti and Hirst 1989; Wakata and Sarachik

1991). An and Wang (2000) find that the change of the

ENSO frequency in the late 1970s was accompanied by

changes in the location and intensity of zonal wind stress.

With respect to the recent change in ENSO variability,

Hu et al. (2013) link the weakened ENSO cycle to

changes in the mean state by suggesting that enhanced

trade winds and steeper thermocline slope restrict the

eastward migration of warm water from the western

equatorial Pacific. From analysis of a 500-yr coupled

model simulation, Choi et al. (2011) also find that a re-

gime in which CP El Ni~nos are occurring frequently is

associated with strong trade winds and a strong SST

gradient in the equatorial Pacific. Using reanalyses and

observational data for 1980–2010 as well as idealized

numerical experiments Chung and Li (2013) likewise

suggest that the high occurrence of CP El Ni~nos is as-

sociated with a more La Ni~na–like background state.

They find that while the precipitation and wind sensi-

tivity to an SST anomaly are larger for CP El Ni~nos, the

oceanic response to that wind forcing is weaker for CP

El Ni~nos because of the westward shift of SST and wind

stress anomalies. The sensitivity of ENSO to changes in

stratification has been addressed by Thual et al. (2011,

2013) who find that a decadal modulation of ENSO

stability is significantly correlated to decadal changes of

central Pacific mean stratification in some coupled

general circulation models (CGCMs).

Based on the recharge oscillator framework for

ENSO (Jin 1997), Jin et al. (2006) developed the so-

called Bjerknes stability index (hereafter BJ index) to

describe ocean–atmosphere interactions in the tropical

Pacific. This index, with positive values indicating an

unstable cycle and negative values indicating a damped

cycle, has been used successfully to assess the stability of

ENSO in various coupledmodels (Kim and Jin 2011a,b).

FIG. 1. Time series of Ni~no-3 SSTA (8C) from Reynolds (red

line) and the eight reanalysis products (black lines). We make no

effort to distinguish the different reanalysis SSTA time series since

they are virtually identical. Five El Ni~no events occurred between

1980 and 1999, and four occurred between 2000 and 2010.

FIG. 2. Ensemble mean composites from the eight reanalysis products of (a),(c) El Ni~no year December–February

(DJF) SST anomalies (8C) and (b),(d) depth of the 238C isotherm (z23) anomalies (m) with wind stress anomalies

(Nm22) overlaid for the corresponding time period; (a),(b) 1980–99 and (c),(d) 2000–10.
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Mean advection and thermal damping make negative

contributions to the index while positive contributions

come from the zonal advective, Ekman, and thermocline

feedbacks. Kug et al. (2009) found that while EP El

Ni~nos are driven mainly by the thermocline feedback,

the zonal advective feedback plays an important role for

CP El Ni~nos. Ren and Jin (2013) found, however, that

the thermocline feedback makes the largest contribu-

tion to the growth rate for both ENSO types while the

zonal advective feedback was more important for the

transition from one phase of ENSO to the next. In this

study we will use the Bjerknes stability index to assess

the changes in ENSO feedbacks between 1980–99 and

2000–10. These time periods, especially the later one,

are relatively short. To obtain robust results, we will

therefore use an ensemble of ocean reanalysis products.

Special attention is given to the role of the thermocline

feedback and its relation to changes in background

conditions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

the BJ index is introduced in section 2. In section 3 we

briefly describe the reanalysis products and observa-

tional data. The results for the two time periods and

their relation to the mean background state are pre-

sented in section 4. The results are summarized and

discussed in section 5.

2. BJ index

Jin et al. (2006) derived the Bjerknes coupled stability

index based on the recharge oscillator framework for

ENSO (Jin 1997). The BJ index IBJ is the growth rate of

SST anomalies in the recharge oscillatormodel. It can be

interpreted as a measure for the stability of the coupled

ENSO mode. We here use the BJ index formulation as

applied in L€ubbecke and McPhaden (2013), following

Jin et al. (2006) with modifications from Stein et al.

(2010) and Kim and Jin (2011b), namely,
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where u, y, w are the zonal (x direction), meridional

(y direction), and vertical (z direction) velocity, re-

spectively; and T represents sea surface temperature.

Here hiE denotes a volume average over the Ni~no-3

region and from the surface to the base of the mixed

layer and the overbar denotes the climatological time

mean. The termsLx andLy are the zonal andmeridional

extent of the averaging region, and y is the distance from

the equator. The step function H(x) ensures that only

upstream vertical advection is taken into account. Here

Hm represents the effective depth for vertical advection.

All five terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) de-

scribe a feedback of an SST anomaly in the eastern

equatorial Pacific on itself. The first two terms represent

dynamical and thermal damping that make negative

contributions. The thermal damping a describes the

relation between SST anomalies and anomalous heat

flux and is the dominant negative damping term (Kim

and Jin 2011a; L€ubbecke and McPhaden 2013). The

dynamical damping describes the effect of zonal and

meridional currents as well as the mean upwelling. The

last three terms represent positive feedbacks that act to

enhance the SST anomaly and thus make positive con-

tributions to the BJ index. From left to right they are the

zonal advective, Ekman, and thermocline feedback. They

all contain the parameter ma that describes the basin-

wide zonal wind stress (58S–58N, 1608E–908W) response

to an SST anomaly in the eastern equatorial basin

(58S–58N, 1508–908W). The zonal advective feedback

describes the effect of zonal currents forced by this

anomalous zonal wind stress (bu) acting on the mean

zonal temperature gradient. The Ekman feedback de-

scribes the effect of anomalous wind-driven upwelling

(bw) acting on the mean vertical temperature gradient.

The thermocline feedback describes the effect of

changes in the equatorial thermocline slope forced by

anomalous basinwide zonal wind stress (bh) on sub-

surface (ah) and subsequently, via mean upwelling,

surface temperatures. The thermocline slope is calcu-

lated as the difference between the depth of the 238C
isotherm in the eastern (58S–58N, 1508–908W) and

western (58S–58N, 1608E–1508W) equatorial Pacific. The

parameters a, ma, ah, bu, bw, and bh are estimated from

linear regression using balance equations derived from

the recharge oscillator theory (Jin 1997), as shown in Jin

et al. (2006), Kim and Jin (2011a,b), and L€ubbecke and

McPhaden (2013).

3. Ocean reanalysis products

Monthly fields of ocean temperature and velocity are

taken from eight ocean reanalysis products. Zonal wind

stress and heat flux anomalies are taken from the at-

mospheric fields that were used as forcing for the cor-

responding ocean models. Ocean reanalyses provide an

ocean hindcast based on ocean general circulation

models forced by atmospheric forcing fluxes in which

a variety of observational ocean temperature, salinity,

and sea level anomalies data have been assimilated. The
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reanalysis products used here include two versions of the

Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA; Carton and

Giese 2008), namely SODA 2.0.2–4 (referred to as

SODA 1) and the historical run SODA2.2.4 (referred to

as SODA 2). In addition we use the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Ocean Data

Assimilation System (GODAS) from the NOAA/NWS/

CPC (Behringer and Xue 2004), two versions—ocean

analysis/reanalysis system (ORA-S3; Balmaseda et al.

2008) and ORA-S4 (Balmaseda et al. 2013)—of the

ocean analysis system from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), the en-

semble coupled data assimilation product (ECDA) from

the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL;

Zhang et al. 2007), the ocean reanalysis product from

the Instituto Nationale di Geografisica Vulcanologia

(INGVOI5;Masina et al. 2011), and the latest version of

the German Estimating the Circulation and Climate of

the Ocean (ECCO) from Hamburg University

(GECCO2; K€ohl and Stammer 2008). Detailed in-

formation about the ocean reanalysis datasets can be

found in the Ocean Synthesis Directory of the In-

tegrated Climate Data Center at Hamburg University

(http://icdc.zmaw.de/easy_init_ocean.html).

ForGODAS,ORA-S4, andGFDLECDAno vertical

velocity fields are provided. Vertical velocities are there-

fore calculated from mass continuity for these re-

analyses. All products are analyzed for 1980 to 2010 with

the exception of SODA 1 (available up to 2007) and

GECCO2 (available up to 2009). All time series are

detrended and interannual anomalies are calculated by

subtracting a repeated mean seasonal cycle based on

individual model climatologies.

Additionally we use observational and atmospheric

reanalysis datasets to calculate the index terms a, bh,

and ma independently as well as assess changing back-

ground conditions in the tropical Pacific. In particular,

we use monthly fields of NOAA optimum interpolation

SST (Reynolds et al. 2002) derived from blended in situ

and satellite observations with a spatial resolution of 18.
Subsurface temperatures for the tropical Pacific, based

on data from moored buoys, expendable bathythermo-

graphs andArgo floats, are available from the Bureau of

Meteorology Research Center and the Centre for Aus-

tralianWeather andClimate Research (BMRC/CAWCR;

Smith 1995) at a horizontal resolution of 18 latitude3 28
longitude. Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data at

2.58 horizontal resolution are obtained from NOAA/

Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research/Earth

SystemResearch Laboratory/Physical SciencesDivision

(NOAA/OAR/ESRL/PSD, www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/;

Liebmann and Smith 1996). For wind stress and sur-

face heat flux we use the Interim ECMWFRe-Analysis

(ERA-Interim) monthlymean fields averaged fromdaily

means from the ECMWF data portal (http://data-portal.

ecmwf.int/; Dee et al. 2011).

4. Results

a. Differences in BJ index terms between 1980–99 and
2000–10

The individual terms of the BJ index, calculated sep-

arately for the time periods 1980–99 (P1) and 2000–10

(P2) from the various reanalysis products, as well as the

ensemble means of these terms computed from all re-

analysis products, are shown in Fig. 3. The individual

regression coefficients are summarized in Table 1. A

positive BJ index corresponds to an unstable system and

a negative index to a damped system. Error bars are

displayed for one standard error. The standard error of

the ensemble means is calculated as the standard de-

viation of the products (the ensemble spread) divided by

the square root of the number of ensemble members.

Consistent with the observed weaker-amplitude ENSO

cycle, the total BJ index is more negative (i.e., corre-

sponding to a more strongly damped system), during P2

in all products except for GECCO2. Regarding the

negative feedback terms, the thermal damping is dom-

inant over the dynamical damping with values of about

22 yr21 in all products with the exception of GECCO2

that shows a weaker thermal damping. There is no clear

trend in thermal damping between the two time periods.

Some products show a slight reduction, others a small

increase. The observational value from Reynolds SST

and ERA-Interim heat flux also stays almost constant

with 2.12 yr21 in P1 and 2.17 yr21 in P2 (not shown). The

ensemble averages for the two time periods lie close

together with overlapping error bars. The spread among

the different products reflects the uncertainty of heat

flux variations in the eastern equatorial Pacific. As shown

by PraveenKumar et al. (2012), there are large differences

between heat flux products with regard to interannual

variability over the cold tongue in the eastern Pacific.

There is also no consistent change in the dynamical

damping that is dominated by the upwelling term (not

shown) and on average amounts to about 20.45yr21.

With respect to the positive feedback terms, the

thermocline feedback plays the most important role,

regarding both its contribution to the total BJ index and

the change from P1 to P2. It is the dominant positive

feedback in all products in P1 (ensemble average of

0.84 yr21) and in most products for P2 (ensemble aver-

age of 0.51 yr21). The zonal advective and Ekman

feedbacks are much smaller on average (around 0.3 yr21

for the zonal advective feedback and 0.2 yr21 for the
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Ekman feedback), but can be as important as the ther-

mocline feedback in some of the products, especially in

P2. No consistent change can be seen from P1 to P2 in

the Ekman and zonal advective feedbacks.While in some

products these feedbacks become more important in P2

relative to P1 (e.g., Ekman feedback in INGV OI5 and

ORA-S4, both feedbacks inGODAS), in others they are

reduced (e.g., zonal advective feedback in GECCO2,

both feedbacks in SODA 2). As a result, the difference

between the ensemble averages of these two positive

TABLE 1. BJ index regression coefficients for the reanalysis products, their ensemble mean (EM), and ensemble standard error (ESE),

separately for 1980–99 (P1) and 2000–10 (P2).

Reanalysis

product

ma (10
22Nm22K21) bu (m s21N21m22) bw (1025m s21N21m22) bh (mN21m22) ah (10

22Km21)

P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2

SODA1 0.63 0.33 9.5 13.1 6.1 8.8 2245 1185 6.0 6.2

SODA2 0.65 0.58 12.5 5.2 7.6 2.5 1825 1638 6.4 6.6

GODAS 0.47 0.48 13.3 15.5 3.7 13.0 2369 1630 4.7 4.3

ORA-S3 0.58 0.37 11.5 11.5 8.8 8.6 2010 1491 7.0 7.9

ORA-S4 0.73 0.59 11.9 10.9 7.2 16.0 2032 1698 7.2 7.7

GFDL 0.53 0.41 9.4 5.3 2.6 6.1 1992 1558 6.5 7.0

INGV 0.68 0.62 14.0 9.6 8.0 14.5 2107 1469 5.6 5.2

GECCO2 0.56 0.46 12.8 6.3 6.8 8.4 1975 1721 6.4 5.9

EM 6 ESE 0.60

(60.03)

0.48

(60.04)

11.9

(60.6)

9.7

(61.3)

6.4

(60.8)

9.7

(61.5)

2069

(660)

1549

(661)

6.2

(60.3)

6.4

(60.4)

FIG. 3. Individual components of the Bjerknes index and total index from eight reanalysis products (S1: SODA-

2.0.2–4, S2: SODA-2.2.4, GO: GODAS, O3: ORA-S3, O4: ORA-S4, GF: GFDL ECDA, IN: INGV OI5, and GE:

GECCO2) and their ensemblemean (EM) calculated separately for 1980 to 1999 (blue) and 2000 to 2010 (red). Error

bars show one standard error.
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feedbacks for P1 and P2 do not exceed one standard

error. By contrast, there is a robust weakening of the

thermocline feedback in all products during P2 leading

to clearly separated ensemble averages for the two time

periods. We thus conclude that the robust change in the

total BJ index can bemainly attributed to the weakening

of the thermocline feedback. This is consistent with re-

sults by Borlace et al. (2013) who find that multidecadal

modulations of ENSO amplitude as expressed by the BJ

index are controlled by the thermocline feedback in

their 1000-yr model integration.

Which part of the thermocline feedback is responsible

for the weakening? The thermocline feedback term is

defined by four parameters [ma, bh, ah, and H(w)w/Hm].

Here ma describes the response of the basinwide equa-

torial zonal wind stress to SST anomalies in the eastern

equatorial Pacific and is estimated from linear regression

between equatorial Pacific zonal wind stress (58S–58N,

1608E–908W) and Ni~no-3 SST anomalies. The bh de-

scribes the thermocline slope response to anomalous

zonal wind stress forcing and is estimated from the re-

gression between the difference in thermocline depth

anomalies in the eastern (Ni~no-3) and western (Ni~no-4)

equatorial Pacific and the basinwide equatorial zonal

wind stress anomalies. The ah describes the effect of

eastern Pacific thermocline depth changes on local

subsurface temperatures. These subsurface temperature

anomalies are upwelled to the surface to impact SST by

the mean upward vertical velocity at the base of the

mixed layer H(w)w/Hm.

Comparison between the two time periods shows that

the main difference stems from the parameters ma and bh

while there is no substantial change in ah, andH(w)w/Hm.

Figure 4 shows ma and bh for P1 and P2 for the eight

reanalysis products and their ensemble mean, as well as

for the observations. The numerical values are also lis-

ted in Table 1. With the exception of GODAS, ma is

smaller in all products in the more recent time period

with a reduction of 20% on average, which is very sim-

ilar to the observations. The individual values of the

reduction range between 0% (GODAS) and almost 50%

(SODA 1). The spread between the products is smaller

for bh, which is weakened in all cases by 10%–30%,

except that in SODA 1 the reduction is more than 50%.

In contrast, ah stays almost constant in most of the re-

analysis products (Table 1) with a change of more than

10% from P1 to P2 found only in ORA-S3 (113%). The

same is true for H(w)w/Hm with changes of more than

10% only for GODAS (213%) and ORA-S3 (115%).

Thus, the combined reduction in both the zonal wind

stress response to SST anomalies and the thermocline

slope response to these wind stress anomalies leads to an

overall weakening of the thermocline feedback.

b. Background state changes

Why did both ma and bh decrease in the first decade of

the twenty-first century? To address this question we

examine changes in the background state of the equa-

torial Pacific over the past 30 years (Fig. 5). Consistent

with the observational results of McPhaden et al. (2011)

and Chung and Li (2013) we find in the reanalysis

products that compared to 1980–99, the most recent time

period exhibits enhanced easterly zonal wind stress, es-

pecially in the west, accompanied by warming in the

west and cooling in the east and along the South

American coast (Fig. 5c). The thermocline (as measured

by the depth of the 238C isotherm) is deeper in the west

and shallower in the east corresponding to an increased

thermocline slope (Fig. 5d). Thus contrary to the sug-

gestion by Yeh et al. (2009) that the thermocline

FIG. 4. (a) Basinwide zonal wind stress response to eastern equatorial SST anomalies (ma) and (b) thermocline

slope response to zonal wind stress anomalies (bh) from eight reanalysis products (S1: SODA-2.0.2–4, S2: SODA-

2.2.4, GO: GODAS, O3: ORA-S3, O4: ORA-S4, GF: GFDL ECDA, IN: INGV OI5, and GE: GECCO2), their

ensemble mean (EM), and observations (OBS) calculated separately for 1980–99 (P1, blue) and 2000–10 (P2, red).

Error bars show one standard error.
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feedback should weaken due to a flattened mean east–

west thermocline slope, we find that the thermocline

feedback weakened in face of a stronger mean east–west

thermocline slope in the past decade. The agreement

between the reanalysis products is high for SST while

there is more spread for thermocline depth and wind

stress (Figs. 5e,f).Using a threshold of one standard error,

differences between the two time periods are significant

over thewhole region for SST and z23 and in the southern

and western part of the basin for wind stress (i.e., there is

a robust strengthening of the southeasterly trades).

SST affects wind stress via its impact on convection

and rainfall, so to understand changes in the relation

between SST anomalies and anomalous zonal wind

stress (ma) we turn to changes in OLR. OLR is a proxy

for deep convection with decreased OLR corresponding

to increased deep convection. Cooler mean SSTs in the

east during the more recent time period result in weaker

mean convection (i.e., reduced deep cloudiness and

enhanced mean OLR; Figs. 6a,c,e). Figures 6b,d shows

a pointwise regression of OLR anomalies onto SST

anomalies indicating that the time-varying SST–OLR

relationship is substantially weaker in the more recent

period in the eastern equatorial Pacific because of the

cooler mean SSTs there after 2000. In the far west near the

equator, the connection strengthened (Fig. 6f), suggesting

FIG. 5. Ensemblemeans from the eight reanalysis products for (a) SST (8C) and (b) depthof the 238C isotherm z23 (m)

withwind stress (Nm22) overlaid for the time period 1980–99. Ensemblemean difference between 2000–10 and 1980–99

for (c) SST (8C) and (d) depth of the 238C isotherm z23 (m) with wind stress differences (Nm22) overlaid. Ensemble

standard error for (e) SST and (f) z23 and wind stress overlaid for the time period 1980–99.

FIG. 6. (a),(c),(e) Mean OLR (Wm22) and (b),(d),(f) OLR anomalies regressed pointwise onto Reynolds SST

anomalies (Wm22K21) for (a),(b) P1; (c),(d) P2; and (e),(f) difference between P2 and P1.
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a southwestward displacement of the South Pacific con-

vergence zone (SPCZ) and a northward displacement of

the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) in the

Northern Hemisphere as would be expected for colder

mean equatorial SSTs in the eastern and central basin.

The shift in the mean OLR together with the modified

pattern in the SST–OLR relationship (Fig. 6) indicates

a westward shift of the ascending branch of the Walker

circulation. This shift has consequences for the wind

stress response. The zonal wind stress regression onto

Ni~no-3 SST anomalies shows a stronger maximum am-

plitude in themore recent period but is more confined to

the western part of the basin while the eastern part

shows a response of opposite sign (Fig. 7). Since the

zonal wind stress response to SST anomalies ma is cal-

culated using the basin-averaged wind stress anomalies,

it is smaller during P2 because of the significant sign

change in wind stress sensitivity as a function of longitude.

The westward confinement of the zonal wind stress

response to SST anomalies in the more recent period

(Fig. 7b) is also the reason behind the weakening of bh.

As illustrated in the composites of SST, thermocline

depth, and wind stress anomalies in El Ni~no years from

the reanalysis products [Fig. 2, see also Fig. 2 inMcPhaden

et al. (2011) for composites from observations] in the

1980s and 1990s, wind anomalies associated with El

Ni~no events on average extended across the basin while

they were concentrated in the western half of the basin

after 2000. This was associated with a much weaker tilt

of the thermocline for P2 El Ni~no events (Fig. 2d). We

attribute this weakening to the smaller zonal wind fetch

resulting from SST anomalies confined to the central

Pacific (Fig. 2c). On the equator, wind stress forcing

balances the zonal pressure gradient vertically integrated

from the depth of the thermocline to the surface [see

Clark et al. 2007, their Eq. (1.4)] and the thermocline

slope response is proportional to the zonal integral of

thewind to thewest of an observation point (Kessler and

McPhaden 1995). As ENSO-related wind anomalies are

weaker and more confined to the western basin during

2000–10, the zonal integral of zonal wind stress anoma-

lies along the equator is reduced, leading to a weaker

thermocline slope response.

c. BJ index for Ni~no-31

The BJ index was developed as a diagnostic for east-

ern Pacific ENSO events and is therefore less sensitive

to changes in the central Pacific. To account for the east–

west shift in the location of maximum anomalies we

have also calculated BJ index terms using a modified

region, namely ‘‘Ni~no-31’’ (58S–58N, 1808–908W) that

encompasses SST anomalies associated with both CP

and EP El Ni~nos. The longitudinal boundaries of the

western box for the BJ index calculation have been

changed accordingly to 1608E–1608W. Based on the

Ni~no-31 region, the wind response to SST anomalies

(ma) and the thermocline slope response to wind stress

changes (bh) are reduced as for Ni~no-3 in all reanalysis

products except for SODA2. The ensemble averages

decrease from 0.66 6 0.04 3 1022Nm22K21 to 0.51 6
0.033 1022Nm22K21 forma and from 17636 66mN21m22

to 14646 58mN21m22 for bh. As a result, the thermocline

FIG. 7. Ensemble mean from the eight reanalysis products of zonal wind stress anomalies

regressed onto Ni~no-3 SST anomalies (1023Nm22K21) for (a) P1 and (b) P2.
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feedback also weakens from P1 to P2 in most of the

ocean reanalysis products, though the difference is less

significant than for the Ni~no-3 region with ensemble

averages of 0.61 6 0.08 yr21 for P1 and 0.54 6 0.09 yr21

for P2. Results for the zonal advective feedback based

on Ni~no-31 indicate absolute values (0.53 6 0.04 yr21

for P1 and 0.436 0.05 yr21 for P2) about 50% larger than

for the Ni~no-3 region, reflecting the greater importance

of the zonal advective feedback in the central Pacific.

The zonal advective feedbacks are still smaller than the

thermocline feedbacks though and they decrease from

P1 to P2 as for the Ni~no-3 calculation. We conclude that

although our results are biased toward eastern Pacific

SST variability by the nature of how the BJ index is

formulated, they appear to hold for a wider region that

includes the central Pacific.

5. Summary and discussion

In this study we assessed the decadal change in ENSO

character over the past 30 years in terms of the Bjerknes

stability index. Using a variety of ocean reanalysis

products we found a robust weakening of the thermo-

cline feedback from the time period 1980–99 to themore

recent time period 2000–10. This weakening is due to

both a weakening of the zonally averaged wind stress

response to eastern Pacific SST anomalies as well as

a reduced thermocline slope response to basinwide zonal

wind stress anomalies. The weakened response of zonal

wind stress to SST anomalies is due to the cooler mean

SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific that results in re-

duced mean convection and a westward shift in the as-

cending branch of theWalker circulation. The weakened

thermocline slope response to zonal wind stress anom-

alies can be attributed to a smaller zonal wind fetch in

the more recent time period due to ENSO-related wind

anomalies being more confined to the western basin.

It should be noted that our analysis is based on

a rather short time period, especially concerning P2. As

individual events can develop differently due to reasons

unrelated to background state changes (e.g., differences

in stochastic forcing), longer, multidecadal time series of

EP and CP El Ni~no regimes would be desirable to es-

tablish a clear relationship between changes in ENSO

characteristics and the mean state. Lacking such long

records, we can nonetheless make reasonable inferences

using an ensemble of different ocean reanalyses products.

With these limitations in mind, our results are con-

sistent with Fedorov and Philander (2000) who discuss

the role of the tropical Pacific background state in af-

fecting the character of ENSO. Strongermean tradewinds

drive warm surface waters westward, which results in

a deepening of the thermocline in the west and

a shoaling in the east. According to their theory, stron-

ger winds and shallower thermocline lead to colder SSTs

in the east and a higher-frequency, more damped ENSO

cycle as we observe during P2. Jin and Neelin (1993)

arrived at similar conclusions in a different theoretical

framework utilizing a simplified Zebiak–Cane model.

Our results are also in agreement with recent studies by

Choi et al. (2011), Hu et al. (2013), and Chung and Li

(2013) that use different approaches to examine how the

background state can affect the character of the ENSO

cycle. As discussed in the introduction, they find that

the recent increase in CPEl Ni~nos is linked to changes in

the equatorial Pacific mean state, including stronger

trade winds, stronger zonal SST gradients, and steeper

equatorial thermocline slopes. Our results are, however,

contrary to the findings of Ashok et al. (2007) and Yeh

et al. (2009) that link the increased occurrence of CP El

Ni~no events to weakened easterly winds and a flattening

of the equatorial mean thermocline. They are also in

contrast to the results of Borlace et al. (2013) that sug-

gest a stronger thermocline feedback for epochs with

stronger easterlies and steeper thermocline slope in

their 1000-yr model simulation. A decrease in the ther-

mocline response to atmospheric forcing has also been

related to reduced stratification (Dewitte 2000; Thual

et al. 2011, 2013). In agreement with Hu et al. (2013, see

their Fig. 3), we find, however, that stratification in the

eastern equatorial Pacific increased from P1 to P2 in the

ocean reanalysis products since the main cooling there

occurs right below the thermocline.

The recent predominance of CP El Ni~nos has been

linked to a stronger zonal advective feedback (Kug et al.

2009; Chung and Li 2013). While we do not see a clear

trend in the strength of the zonal advective feedback

among the reanalysis products, its relative importance is

enhanced as the thermocline feedback weakens from P1

to P2. It should be noted, however, that the BJ index

calculated from variables averaged over the Ni~no-3 re-

gion mainly reflects behavior in the eastern equatorial

Pacific. It might thus be expected that the zonal advec-

tive feedback is more important farther to the west. We

made an attempt to account for changes in the central

Pacific by calculating additional BJ index terms based on

a Ni~no-31 region that reaches farther to the west. As

expected, for this larger region thermocline feedbacks

are weaker and the zonal advective feedbacks are en-

hanced. However, otherwise the results were similar to

those for the Ni~no-3-based index (i.e., a weakening of

the thermocline feedback as well as the zonal advec-

tive feedback in most of the reanalysis products from

P1 to P2).

As noted in the introduction, Barnston et al. (2012)

found that ENSO forecast skill decreased during 2002–11
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compared to the previous 20 years. They ascribed this

decrease to reduced predictability associated with weaker-

amplitude ENSO variations. The focus period of their

study (2002–11) is essentially coincident with P2 as de-

fined in our study (2000–10). Connecting these two

studies, weaker-amplitude ENSO variations are consis-

tent with a more damped ENSO cycle. Thus, we would

infer that the reduced ENSO predictability identified by

Barnston et al. (2012) is linked to the more frequent

occurrence of CP El Ni~nos and a reduction in positive

thermocline feedbacks that we have documented in the

first decade of the twenty-first century (see also

McPhaden 2012).

Whether the change we observe in ENSO feedbacks

and stability are due to natural variability or anthropo-

genic climate change is a matter of debate. For example,

in response to greenhouse gas forcing over the next cen-

tury, some climate models find enhanced ENSO vari-

ability while others predict reduced variability (Guilyardi

et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010). With regard to the shift in

the location ofmaximumSSTanomalies, Yeh et al. (2009)

suggested that a weakening of the trade winds as part of

a weakening of the Walker circulation due to global

warming reduces upwelling and thus the thermocline

feedback in the eastern equatorial Pacific, resulting in

more CP El Ni~nos. On the other hand, Newman et al.

(2011) and Wittenberg (2009) argued that multidecade

periods ofmore EP ormore CPElNi~nos can occur due to

intrinsic natural variations. Li et al. (2013) found natural

decadal fluctuations in the ENSO cycle from a novel

700-yr-long tree ring–based ENSO reconstruction with

anomalously high ENSO activity in the late twentieth

century. Also Cobb et al. (2013) found from fossil coral

reconstruction highly variable ENSO activity over the

past 7000 years and that ENSO variance in the twentieth

century was higher than average but not unprecedented.

Even though our results are based on a short time period,

they indicate that the decadal change in ENSO charac-

teristics is consistent with the observed background state

changes that are opposite to those expected from en-

hanced greenhouse gas forcing proposed by Yeh et al.

(2009). Thus, we attribute the changes we have detected

as the result of either natural decadal variability or ex-

ternal forcing that acts differently from that predicted by

most climate models.

Changed ENSO characteristics affect the tropical

Pacific, and because of atmospheric teleconnections

they have large impacts on patterns of weather vari-

ability around the world. It is thus of critical importance

to understand the underlying causes for the observed

changes in the character of ENSO over the last 30 years.

Our results suggest that a weakened thermocline feed-

back in association with decadal changes in the tropical

Pacific background state plays an important role in

damping the ENSO cycle, coincident with the emer-

gence of more frequent CP El Ni~nos in the first decade

of the 21st century.
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